And you probably could, Babycakes, if you weren’t
on a planet full of crazy humans who would rather be
comfortable than kind, rather be right than wise, rather
yell than listen. It’s not their fault either (or yours), it’s just
the way we were wired. The way we survived. But we can
survive and still work on being better. We do it all the time.
Don’t marry yourself to The Cause. Don’t shit on other
people for their lack of dedication to Sparkle Motion. Keep
your eyes open for that low hanging fruit, for the low effort
options. When there’s a big target, be willing to do big
things, but never out of proportion to what you can hope
to achieve. The goal of a rally is never “to have a rally,”
and anyone who says otherwise, or talks too much about
“raising awareness” when they should be talking about
“actual fucking goals,” kick ‘em in the teeth. Breaking
windows won’t stop governments from having a chat
every couple of years about how the economy is doing.
Throwing a parade so ridiculously fabulous that people
are forced to acknowledge your right to love whoever the
fuck you want? That’s results. An online petition won’t stop
an international treaty, but blacking out the Internet and
throwing huge protests around the world probably will.

The Cause
will always
be there.
Save your
effort for
the actions
that will
count.

The Doctrine of the
Minimum Viable Truth
The Horrible Truth finds us all eventually, the kinds of people

who Question Everything and Look For The Strings.
Sometimes you only catch a corner of it, a little sliver of the
Enlightenment Miserable that needles your brain and won't let
things rest. Sometimes you witness yourself That Which Cannot
Be Unseen. People die, governments fall, hopes are crushed,
buildings burn. There are reasons for all these things, and they are not
always the Official Versionstm of the story. It's a fact that every
once in a while a conspiracy comes along and gets shit done, and the
people who know The Horrible Truth are inevitably painted with
the same brush as the people who think they can hear the stars talking
in their fillings. They holler and go mad with frustration, trying to
bring the masses to the whole of The Horrible Truth.

The Doctrine

of the

Minimum Viable Truth

states
that it is better to focus on the smallest, least controversial aspects of
a Horrible Truth than to focus on the Big Truths behind it.
That it's better to bring people to a middle ground even if that middle
ground contains significant untruths or omissions than to attempt to
drag people kicking and screaming to full enlightenment.
Let's use my favorite example: the 9/11 Truthers. This group believes
it has found a great and profound Horrible Truth: that the
US government orchestrated the September 11th attacks on the
Pentagon and World Trade Center buildings, killing thousands in a
pre-meditated false flag operation to justify the passage of some truly
horrendous legislation and the invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan,
which has itself led to hundreds of thousands of deaths.

Memetically, this Horrible Truth has a lot going for it. It has
hooks in “the government is evil,” “look how smart I am to have
figured this thing out,” “everything happens for a reason,” “somebody
is running the show,” “things are not as they seem,” “powerful men
are capable of great evil,” and even “the call is coming from inside the
house.” When someone is infected by this Horrible Truth, they
follow the research of other True Believers and become experts in the
well-developed ARG of Trutherism. Like Jehovah's Witnesses, they
have an answer for every potential criticism or argument, armed to
the teeth with annotated photographs and expert analysis. And, like
Jehovah's Witnesses, they make very few converts.
The low conversion rate infuriates Truthers to no end. After all, we're
not talking about a small event: three buildings were destroyed and the
entire western world witnessed a terrifying display of human tragedy
and loss on live television. If that was staged, wouldn't you want to
know? Wouldn't the world deserve to know? We've grown up on
stories of The Horrible Truth being revealed at the last second,
exonerating our heroes and sending the villains to prison. But the real
world has never, never worked that way.
Truthers divided discussion about the real tragedy of 9/11, wasting
untold mental and physical energy on screaming at the government
for doing something which it may or may not have done, and on
screaming at the public for not getting on board. The public, annoyed
by the Cult of Trutherism, deepened its acceptance of the Official
Versionstm and refused to engage in any discussion about
government malfeasance in regard to 9/11 and its aftermath.
The whole Horrible Truth whether it is true or not, is not worth
screaming about. As soon as you mention 9/11 Truth in any context,
you immediately turn away anyone who is not already a True Believer,

and they will not hear anything else you have to
say on this or any other subject.

On Effort and Results
Some Sage Advice from the Queen Bitch of Flyers

N

othing is worth doing “at all costs,” Babycakes. Give that
shit up right now and you’ll save yourself some heartbreak
and headaches. I don’t care how romantic it sounds to waste
your life screaming about something that will never be
resolved because “someone has to do it,” the only thing that
gets you is a world of problems and maybe temporary pants
access to an idealistic moron of your preferred gender. Tilting
at windmills is not a life goal. You have some math to do here.
If you want people to join The Cause, you’re going to
need to demonstrate to them that the effort to results
ratio is sufficiently low. The two ways you can try to go
about creating that perfect ratio are lowering the effort to
nearly zero or picking off low hanging fruit. Scientology
was textbook low hanging fruit: they get mad about
anything, couldn’t secure their websites worth shit, and
the public was eager to hear terrible things about them.
Slam-fucking-dunk. Online petitions are a zero effort and
occasionally get results. These are the things that work.
“But mama duck!” I hear you say, “I don’t want to waste
my life on low hanging fruit and rarely effective zero
effort drives! I want to Change the World!” Of course
you do. We get born into this place where the only
people who feel they have a right to rewrite the rules are
sociopaths and the first thing you think when you see the
world as it stands is “Shit, I could do better than this!”

You there!

With your internet connection!
With your good health and dental insurance!
Don't you know other people don't have access to those?

Get rid of them!

You can't help the underprivileged
Until you abandon everything the world has given you

Get miserable!

You there!

With your disposable income!
With your Pokemon Go and your comic books!
Don't you know people are suffering out there?

Stop having fun this instant!

You can't address the ills in this world
Until you are as unhappy as the saddest human alive

You there!

Get miserable!

With your mediocre job!
With your heart and lungs intact!
Don't you know the cops are killing people?

Stop getting by!

You can't fight systemic oppression and injustice
Until you abandon all your life support systems

Get miserable!

You there!

With your jewelry!
With your plate full of fresh vegetables!
Don’t you know kids are starving in Africa?

Stop eating!

You can’t call yourself an ally
Until you’re homeless and starving on the streets

Get miserable!

The Minimum Viable Truth, in the case of 9/11 Truth, is

that factions of the conservative movement were planning to take
advantage of a national catastrophe to promote their own disastrous
agenda, including the erosion of privacy rights and the invasion of
several sovereign nations. In comparison to The Horrible Truth,
this may sound small and irrelevant. After all, how can you be shocked
and angry about people taking advantage of something tragic when
you have already accepted into your heart that those same people
willfully engineered their own tragedy? But without the prior context
of the conspiracy story, this Truth is terrifying and awful in its own
right. Like an abusive partner, people entrusted with tremendous
power abused the traumatization of an entire country to further their
own agenda and harm the people already hurting.

The Minimum Viable Truth is compatible with most belief

systems, it doesn't engender the same kneejerk FUCK OFF TRUTHER
that The Horrible Truth does. The evidence supporting The
Minimum Viable Truth isn't cloistered away on the sketchier
parts of the internet, it lives in the headlines, it's in the public
domain documents. To believe The Horrible Truth, one must
accept a series of assertions about the chemical properties of jet fuel
and conspiracies of construction workers and cleaners who never
mentioned the thermite being installed and the human ability to
consciously murder thousands of their own people to forward their
own goals. To believe The Minimum Viable Truth you only have
to believe that people are willing to take advantage of a bad situation.
There are smaller truths too, but The Minimum Viable Truth
is the one that turns hearts and minds against the assholes pulling
shit, that points them at better questions and helps them make better
decisions about who to vote for and what policies to oppose. The
heroism of the FDNY is a Smaller Truth, it is evident in every
aspect of their performance on that miserable Tuesday and the days
and weeks after, but it does nothing to turn the hurt and horror to a
productive end. Smaller Truth can derail conversations, but The
Minimum Viable Truth unites.

Let's talk about another example.
Michael Hastings died in a car crash is a Smaller Truth. Michael
Hastings was murdered via his car being hacked and blown up on
the California streets by the CIA because he was investigating a story
that was even bigger than his takedown of General McChrystal is a
Horrible Truth. The Minimum Viable Truth is that Michael
Hastings was afraid someone was going to tamper with his car, and
we now know that remote hacking of cars of that type is possible and
was possible at the time of his death. And I am a True Believer, not
in the bomb part of the story but that the reporter was launched at a
hundred miles an hour into a tree not by tragic accident but because
he was a shit stirrer of the highest caliber, and I have seen The Strings
enough to know that hacking a car is well within the abilities of his
enemies, and murder is not outside of their comfort zone. But I tell
people The Minimum Viable Truth. I tell them it's a possibility.
I tell them what could be, based not on my gut or what another True
Believer said but dispassionate analysis. And maybe I am a traitor to
my tribe for not hollering The Horrible Truth from the mountain
tops, but when I infect others with this truth it sticks.

It All Comes Down to
What Your Goals Are:

Do You Want to Change the World?
or

Do You Want to Be Right?

I don't support
people who
peek through
other people's
windows,
whether they
are NSA or taco
vendors.

he main virtue in our world isn't freedom; it is profit.
n some parts of the world, profit is pursued
under democracies. In other parts of the world,
dictatorships. If you're on the international stage,
though, you're really on the international marketplace.
We've allowed them to convince us that, in the postwar world, politics is really economics. We've even
allowed them to get away with the claim that this is
somehow indicative of human nature; that greed is
what motivates us all.
o you believe that? Really?
ost people know that money isn't everything;
that the accumulation of wealth isn't a good enough
reason to live your life. Most people know that the
value of a life has nothing at all to do with how much
stuff that person managed to get hold of.
rofit is what drives us to feel helpless in the face
of environmental catastrophes (it isn't 'realistic'
to expect companies to become environmentally
friendly; think of their profit margins!) and it is
profit that sees us stand silent in the face of brutal
dictatorships and religious extremism (seriously Saudi Arabia has far more to do with the spread of
islamic fundamentalism than any of the countries
we've bombed since 9/11).
ur drive for profit is selling the human race down
the river.
houldn't we pick a better reason to live?

Notes on an
Inconvenient
Universe - Part

- the Good
Reverend
Roger
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What’s the matter, Bunky? You say things aren’t
what they used to be? That the future has made you
uncomfortable? That things would be much better
if the Gays weren’t quite so
about things, and
maybe if the Blacks and the women would go back
to being quiet about what and who they are? That
a Black president was okay the once, but reelecting
him has made it look normal, and now you worry?

Gay

Well, fuck you, Bunky. You would be more comfortable
if ~ 54% of the population was less comfortable. How
nice. How very fucking nice. All it would require to
make YOU - the main character - is for all of those
people, almost 200 million human beings, sit down
and SHUT UP about how they’ve been treated and
continue to be treated on account of Brown skin
and/or female genitalia, homosexuality, transgender
issues, whatever.
But has it occurred to you, even once, that none of
those people give a fuck about your feelings on the
subject, any more than you give a rat’s ass about
their feelings? Do you not suppose it irritates them
when you open your face and weird rationalizations
as to why they are inferior and should SHUT UP and
vote for their own oppression? It irritates ME, and I’m
as whitebread as you are.

* demosquid *
he Cold War is often characterized as a struggle
between two great ideas: Communism and
Capitalism. The accepted narrative is that Capitalism
- with its love of freedom, apple pie and Mom - was
inevitably going to triumph, and now we live in the
best of all possible worlds.
sn't that depressing?
is the best that we can muster?
he triumph of Capitalism has definitely been
reaffirmed time and time again over the past thirty
years or so. The Left has become a withered husk,
horrified at the thought of being labelled 'Socialist'.
The Right has become eager to become ever more
extreme, so long as 'extreme' means slashing all
barriers to the accumulation of wealth.

L

ocieties are defined by what they stand for. After
the collapse of the Soviet Union, the credit was
given to those hard-working industrial capitalists
whose Free Market Spirit crushed the Reds and
their authoritarian regime. In the aftermath of that,
it became downright irresponsible to stop these
paragons of virtue from doing whatever they wanted
with their hard-won capital.

Licorice-flavored jellybeans are THE WORST. Even worse
than the white ones that I think are supposed to be
coconut-flavored, but usually just taste like all of your dead
dreams boiled together in a pot of existential despair.

It irritates me because it is and YOU are a DUMBSHIT
and it really WOULD make the world a better place
if you’d SHUT UP or even maybe accidentally crash
into a gas truck on the way home from work tonight.
Because what all your whining really says is “I am

afraid to compete for jobs and/or mating
chances with that many people”, and “I may
be a po’bucker swine, but at least I’m not
on the bottom of the heap.”
But you are, aren’t you?

Yes, you are viewed by the vast majority of the
population as a useless throwback. Too ugly in spirit
to associate with, and too dumb to hire. Your day
has been over for 50 years. You will soon live under a
bridge, and your children will drink filthy water for the
rest of their lives...Because YOU were too lazy and
too cowardly to stand up on your hind legs and act
like a human being. And the world will not miss you.

We’re in a double-bind.
We are all complicit actors in the big nasty
dystopian machine (you fuel it every time you
vote or take out your wallet). But to change the
micro-physics of power, we would have to toss
aside democracy and install “the right kind” of
benevolent dictatorship, which is also undesirable.
Smoke 'em

if you

got

'em.

And nor will I.

Privacy, Secrecy, and such
Junkenstein

so, did you see the latest about Spying, the NsA, and that guy? The NEW

revelations? Of course you fucking didn't. This shit comes out daily in amounts
that no single person can process. Only the biggest bits get told to many and
then heavily filtered to the views you are supposed to hold. It's not your fault,
you just don't have time. No one does. No one has the time to listen to people
who do take the time either. Life's fucking frantic everyday, right? Sometimes it's
a struggle to just know which family members are alive, let alone think about
shit half a planet away.

None of it is new anyway. You know the nice men in sharp suits aren't really

that nice. You've already resigned yourself to the internet not being serious
business. Hell, your ID has probably been stolen twice already anyway, right? So
it's no big deal really that Amazon, Google or any other company or website you
can name funnels data to the N A. They wouldn't be interested in your thing
would they? And you've done nothing wrong anyway, right?

s

Tales of government shenanigans with technology are as old as the

technology. This is not new. You are reading a forum that is routinely hit with
bots when certain topics are discussed. You know this. You still post here. You've
got nothing to fear, right?

Someone push me over
the carousel! I am the
madman
of Coney Island, do you
hear me?
I cry bitter tears in the
darkness, because
that unfortunate angel
looked into the darkness
in my heart.

Who writes shit like this? I
shall tell you.
A man with no country, a
man with no shame
Who isn't even Irish, but
talks like James Joyce
After a stroke.

Poor Banana, stripped of
his rights and peel
Laying there without dignity
HARK! I am a Llama's illegitimate offspring!
I can't help myself. I must
be riding off now.

so what do you do? Nothing. You still got that book from Amazon, have Google
as your browser and search engine, all tied to your iPhone and virtual wallets.
You have nothing to fear, because if you DID you'd be FucKeD already.

hanm
or maybe you do have something to worry about. Maybe a bitcoin got caught
up in the silk road. Maybe you get a knock on the door in a year when they've
sorted through the data. Or 5 years. Maybe never. Maybe someone leaves the
data in a suitcase on a train and it vanishes. Or maybe that game you just
couldn't afford and would totally buy on steam next sale is a marked torrent.
Maybe you've now got a 5 figure fine and the RIAA claiming you owe them 3
million for your Vanilla Ice fetish.

maybe none of this happens. Maybe we wouldn't have to think like this if

people kept what they were told in confidence confidential. Maybe you shouldn't
have thought I was being crazy and paranoid because I might be a little more
pleasant if my crazy paranoia wasn't on the news every day.

society is a compromise between Freedom and the ability of the state to

intrude on those freedoms. I'm pretty sure there's no incentive for the state to
discuss this with the people, so you best start using the freedom you've got.
You don't know how long
you're going to have it.

Bad Poetry courtesy of The Good Reverend Roger

